I Heard My Dog Bark
(Lyrics by J. Moss)

(Actions: Bark, meow, neigh, and roar when appropriate)
I was lying on my bed on a quiet night
I went down to the kitchen to get myself a bite
I reached for a the light as I walked through the door
But I tripped and knocked a big old pot on the floor
I heard my dog bark, I heard my dog bark, I heard my dog bark
Standing in the dark I heard my dog bark
Well he barked so loud that he woke up the cat
I bet you know the next thing I heard after that
I heard my cat meow, I heard my cat meow, I heard my dog bark
Standing in the dark I heard my dog bark
Well the barking and the meowing made my ears say ouch
It woke up the pet horse who sleeps on my couch
I heard my horse neigh, I heard my horse neigh, I heard my cat meow
I heard my horse neigh, I heard my dog bark
Standing in the dark I heard my dog bark
Well, the noise was so loud that it hurt my head
It woke up my pet lion who sleeps on my bed
I heard my lion roar, I heard my lion roar, I heard my horse neigh
I heard my cat meow, I heard my dog bark
Standing in the dark I heard, I heard my dog bark!

Bananas Unite
(Action: Hold arms above head, slowly wind them down, one at a time)
Peel bananas, peel, and peel bananas,
Peel bananas, peel, peel bananas,
Peel bananas, peel, and peel bananas,
Peel bananas, peel, peel, bananas,
Bananas Unite! (Hold arms above head, hands together)
(Action: pretend arms are knives and chop in front of you)
Chop Bananas, chop, chop, bananas (repeat 3 times)
Bananas Unite!
(Action: Hold hands flat, and slice sideways)
Slice bananas, slice, slice, bananas (repeat 3 times)
Bananas Unite!
(Action: Pretend to eat bananas with both hands)
Eat bananas, eat, eat, bananas (repeat 3 times.)
Banana’s Unite!
(Action: Jump up and down, shake body, be silly)
Go bananas, go, go, bananas (repeat 3 times)
Bananas Unite!

Baa Baa Black Sheep
English version:
Baa baa black sheep have you any wool?
Yes sir, yes sir, three bags full.
One for the mister one for the dame,
One for the little boy who lives down the lane.
Baa baa black sheep have you any wool?
Yes sir yes sir, three bags full.

French version:
Baa baa mouton noir, as-tu de la laine….
Oui monsieur, oui monsieur, trois poches pleines
Une pour le maitre, et une pour la dame
Une pour le p’tite garcon qui vit dans la plaine
Baa baa mouton noir, as-tu de la laine….
Oui monsieur, oui monsieur, trois poches pleines.
(Repeat English version)

Hokey Pokey Macarena
(Actions: Perform the actions in the lyrics)
You put your right hand out
And turn your right hand over
Now, put your left hand out
and turn it over too
Join you hands at your elbows
then the back of your hair
Now wiggle your hips with flair! (Repeat Chorus)
You put your right foot in
and take your right foot out
You put your right foot in,
And shake it all about
Do the Macarena, turn yourself about, that's what it's all about
You put your left foot in
and take your left foot out
You put your left foot in
And shake it all about
Do the Macarean, turn yourself about, that's what it's all about
Put your head in
and take your head out
Put your head in
And shake it all about

Do the Macarena, turn yourself about, that's what it's all about
You put your bumble bee in
and take your bumble bee out
You put your bumble bee in
and shake it all about
Do the Macarena, turn yourself about, that's what it's all about
Now put your whole self in
and take your whole self out
Put your whole self in
and shake it all about
Do the Macarena, turn yourself about, that's what it's all about
You put your right hand out
And turn your right hand over
Now, put your left hand out
and turn it over too
Join you hands at your elbows
then the back of your hair
Now wiggle your hips with flair! (Repeat Chorus)

Les Petites Marionnettes
Ainsi font, font, font, les petites marionnettes.
Ainsi font, font, font, trois se rouler et puis s’en vont (Repeat)
Translation:
See them walk, walk, walk, all the little marionettes
See them walk, walk, walk, roll three times and then they’re gone
Actions:
Hold hands up and turn showing front and back
Turn three times, and put behind your back

Sambalele
Sambalele is a show off
Throwing stones at a mango
Mango stay up, stone fall on his head
Sambalele is at home in bed.
(Action: clap hands and twirl arms, repeat)
Clap your hands and twirl o melina
Clap your hands and twirl o melina
Clap your hands and twirl o melina,
(Follow action directions in chorus)
Put your hands on your head
Point to something that’s red
Put your hands on your nose
Now let me see you eat your toes!
Sambalele is a show off
Built him some stilts to be a tall man
Sambalele took a fall on his head
Sambalele is at home in bed
Clap your hands and twirl o melina
Clap your hands and twirl o melina
Clap your hands and twirl o melina,
Put your hands on the floor
Point your nose to the door
Put your hands in your lap
Make a very loud clap
Sambalele is a show off
Throwing stones at a mango
Mango stay up stone fall on his head
Sambalele is at home in bed.
Clap your hands and twirl o melina
Clap your hands and twirl o melina
Clap your hands and twirl o melina,

Put your hands in the air
Shake your head and your hair
Put your hands in your lap
Make your fingers go snap.

Five Little Monkeys
(Actions: Jump up and down, fall to ground, get up and repeat)
Five little monkeys jumping on the bed,
One fell off and bumped its head.
Momma called the doctor and the doctor said,
“No more monkeys jumping on the bed”
Four little monkeys jumping on the bed,
One fell off and bumped its head.
Momma called the doctor and the doctor said,
“No more monkeys jumping on the bed”
Three little monkeys jumping on the bed,
One fell off and bumped its head.
Momma called the doctor and the doctor said,
“No more monkeys jumping on the bed”
Two little monkeys jumping on the bed,
One fell off and bumped its head.
Momma called the doctor and the doctor said,
“No more monkeys jumping on the bed”
One little monkey jumping on the bed,
One fell off and bumped its head.
Momma called the doctor and the doctor said,
“Put those monkeys straight to bed”

Sleeping Bunnies
(Actions: Lie down until “wake up”, then get up and jump up & down)
See my sleeping bunnies sleeping ‘till it’s noon,
Why don’t we wake them with a happy tune?!
Oh, So still, are they ill?
Wake up little bunnies and hop, hop, hop.
Wake up little bunnies and hop, hop, hop.
Wake up little bunnies and hop and stop.

Sticky, Sticky, Sticky, Sticky Bubble Gum
(Actions: Pretend you're chewing gum. Cover body parts with your
hands when they are mentioned in the song)
Sticky, sticky, sticky, sticky bubble gum, bubble gum, bubble gum
Sticky, sticky, sticky, sticky bubble gum, sticking on to my mouth.
(Oh, no I can’t talk!)
Oh, no stuck to my mouth, it’s going to make my words run south
Oh, no stuck to my mouth, it’s going to make my words run south.
Sticky, sticky, sticky, sticky bubble gum, bubble gum, bubble gum
Sticky, sticky, sticky, sticky bubble gum, sticking on to my eyes
(Oh, no I can’t see)
Oh, no it’s stuck to my eyes; I’ll have to hold on to my fries
Oh, no it’s stuck to my eyes; I’ll have to hold on to my fries
Sticky, sticky, sticky, sticky bubble gum, bubble gum, bubble gum
Sticky, sticky, sticky, sticky bubble gum, sticking on to my nose
(Oh, no I can’t smell)
Oh, no stuck to my nose, going to wear a rubber hose
Oh, no stuck to my nose, I’ll have to wear a rubber hose.
Sticky, sticky, sticky, sticky bubble gum, bubble gum, bubble gum
Sticky, sticky, sticky, sticky bubble gum, sticking on to my ears
(Oh, no I can’t hear)

Grizzly Bear
(Actions: Lie on floor until “roar”, then get up and roar)
Grizzly bear oh, grizzly bear is sleeping in his cave,
Grizzly bear oh, grizzly bear is sleeping in her cave.
Be so very quiet, oh, so very quiet.
If you wake them, if you shake them,
They’ll be very mad.
ROAR!!

I Wish My Nose Was A Chocolate Bar
(Music and Lyrics by M.Anderson)
I wish my nose was a chocolate bar
Then I wouldn't have to go too far,
If I needed something sweet
I'd have something on my face to eat.
I wish my ears were made of gum
and everyone would ask for some,
They'd chew my ears all day and night
Then blow bubbles in the blue moon light.
I wish my lips were gummy bears
and licorice could be my hair,
My legs could be a sour treat
Attached to my legs I'd have lollipop feet.
I wish my head was pizza dough
Filled with cheese and sugar snow,
The pizza man would waste a trip
'Cause if I wanted pizza I'd just bite my lip.
I wish my eyes were a candy jar
And when they're open they'll see far,
They'll see that life can be so sweet
Living with a body that is made of treats!

An Elephant
An elephant goes from side to side,
He’s terribly tall and he’s terribly wide.
He has no fingers, he has no toes.
But, goodness gracious, what a nose!!
(Actions to accompany):
1)
2)
3)
4)

Children move from side to side on hands and knees
Raise back and extend arms outward by side
Hold up hands and wriggle fingers, then point to toes
Hold arm in front of face like a trunk and roar like an elephant

Ah Ta Ka Ta Nuva (The Seal Hunter)
(Lyrics: Traditional Inuit Song)
Ah ta ka ta nuva
Ah ta ka ta nuva
Ay mis a day
Mis a do a mis a day.
Ah ta ka ta nuva
Ah ta ka ta nuva
Ay mis a day
Mis a do a mis a day.
Hex a col a mis a wa ta
Hex a col a mis a wa ta

Ah ta ka ta nuva
Ah ta ka ta nuva
Ay mis a day
Mis a do a mis a day.
Translation:
The hunter paddles his canoe
The hunter looks for the seal
The hunter catches the seal
The hunter brings the seal in

